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Various Dialects in Jordan 

 

Levantine Arabic transcript: 

 
�  وه1 )' 0/ة -,+*ت )' ا%ردن؟: ه�

D6< 'EF3 بCDB' ..بAB@ن )' ?*س ج*53; >; ب84..ا%ردن..)' آ456..89 )' آ456: ه/13
)immigrants from a lot of countries, there are people coming from Iraq that 

have off course Iraqi accents, there are people coming from the recent 
war)… 

;5MNO( ;< ر3* و?*س@P ;< ;53*(ا%ردن . )' ?*س جis a mixture of('-@Sت ب/ك ت*+,-  .
 VBWو)within the Jordanian communities(ت*+,- 'CDBب  . �5WD( Y+,-و �)' -,+Y ب/و3
Y+,-و'EF3  )mixed with English(   40ب 'EF3-'-@S39_ي اذا ب/ك ت ..'EF3 0/ة ..)' -,+*ت
 one word could be pronounced..(EF3'..وال) ا-S*ل(و" اbل"و)' "ا-+*ل")' ب. -,+*ت

many ways. (D6<)..I can’t think of one right now..(e899..ب..  
�  ..C*ل: ه�

 in Arabic, which is what" ج*ل) "can be said(C*ل ) C)..is ‘say’ in Arabic*ل: ه/13
most … well not most …Jordanians, but the standard Jordanian accent is 

like when you go to richer communities, you hear  
   "9ل"

 
And when you are in a … I do not know… educational environment … you 

hear “ل*C” of course, which the standard in Arabic.  
 

  
English translation: 

 
Heba: Are there several accents in Jordan? 
 
Hadeel: Yes, there are a lot. In Jordan there are a lot of people who are from outside the 
country. You’ll find immigrants from a lot of countries. There are people coming from 
Iraq who have Iraqi accents. There are people coming from Lebanon from the recent war. 
There are people from Syria and Palestine. You can say Jordan is a mixture of accents. 
Even within the Jordanian communities you’ll find accents. There is the Bedouin accent, 
the felaheen accent, and an accent mixed with English which you can call “Arabenglish”. 
There are accents, several accents. There are accents with “aal,” “gal,” and “kal,” 
meaning one word can be pronounced many ways. For example, I can’t think of one right 
now but …. 
 
Heba: “qal” 
 
Hadeel: “Qal” is said in Arabic. “Qal” can be said “gal” which what most, well not most 
Jordanians but what the standard Jordanian accent is like. When you go to richer 

http://langmedia.fivecolleges.edu/


communities you hear “aal” and when you are in, I don’t know, an educational 
environment you hear “qal,” of course, which is the standard in Arabic. 
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